Magical Monsters
Please support your child to choose a minimum of four activities to complete at home over this term. They must include at least one task that is worth
10 points. All children who complete the tasks to a good level and hand them in by Monday 19th June will be awarded the corresponding points for their
team. We look forward to celebrating everyone’s homework at out Open Evening, 5.30pm on Monday 19th June.
Have fun!
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These tasks are to be completed in addition to home reading, Rainbow maths practice and Mathletics tasks. Please remember to read regularly
and ask for extra Rainbow Maths sheets – we have lots ready for you!
Points for the tasks have been calculated in regards to depth and effort needed to complete the task successfully. We recommend choosing a
range of activities across the subject range. If you require any equipment/resources to help complete the task please do not hesitate to ask!

